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Preface The origin of the hill surface of Tohoku Region is one of the problems 
to be solved. The surface is distributed extensively throughout the region and 
may be subdivided into the erosional and depositional ones; as a whole, the surface 
ranges 300 m to 100 m  a.s.1. 
   The author intends to clarify the origin of the surface and discusses in this 
paper on its formation in the northern part of Miyagi Prefecture. He also 
describes the river terraces in connection with the age of the formation of the hill. 
   1.  Geology') and Land Form 
   Geologically, the northern part of Miyagi Prefcture is situated at the in-
tersection of three tectonic lines. Those tectonic lines have not only decided the 
distribution pattern of Tertiary sediments (N. Kitamura, 1963), but also are 
giving influence on the distribution of the Quaternary sediments including terrace 
deposits  (H. Nakagawa,  1963). Needless to say, eustatic movements and climatic 
changes during the Quaternary period may have had their effects on the 
geology and land form. 
   The basin-like lowland discussed here is a part of the fertile Osaki Plain. The 
lowland is drained by the Arao (alias Eai) and the Naruse Rivers. The former, the 
Arao, is a large branch of the Kitakami River and has its source in the Narugo 
volcanic district. In the northern part of the lowland the river runs through a 
trench-like valley NW-SE in trend. There the valley walls chiefly consists of dacite 
of flow type, and the northern wall is straight in plan and is probably a fault scarp. 
Near Loc. 12 in Fig. 1 the river enters into the lowland. The latter, the Naruse, 
flows along the southern boundary of the lowland in this area. In the western part 
of the area the river flows through a deep trench with a narrow flood plain, while 
in the eastern part the river runs in a shallow channel which slightly cuts the lowland 
and artificial banks are built along it. Such a feature is resembling to the case of 
the Arao, and floods occurs frequently at the points between the above-mentioned 
  I) Description of geology depends chiefly on the map edited by  Y. Onuki and N. 
        Kitamura (1963).
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Geomorphological  Surfaces.
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two reaches as well as along the meandering courses downstream in both 
 streams2). 
   Within the area under discussion, the hilly part is classified into two according 
to their geology. One is the dacite hill to the north, and the other is the hill consis-
ted of Tertiary sediments. Some geologists and geomorphologists call the hill 
surface "Rikuzen Peneplain" without making a clear definition of the term. 
   Mountainous parts stand above the hill surface and are consisted of andesite. 
The relation between andesite and the surrounding Tertiary sediments is unknown. 
Mt. Yakurai (Photo. 1)  553.1  m high, is sometimes called a dyke, but it is not certain. 
   2. Geomorphological Surfaces3)4) 
   The author has classified the land form of this basin and adjacent mountainous 
areas as follows (Fig. 1). 
   (1) Mountainous Part 
   As above-mentioned  andesite bodies  form upland or  projected parts. In this 
paper the discussion on the land form of the mountain is excluded. 
  (2) Hill 
   The hilly part north to northwest of Loc. 11 in Fig. 1 consists chiefly of Pleisto-
cene dacite. It is an interesting problem whether the deposition of dacite took 
place once, twice or more, and how the dacite in this part is relating to that to the 
northeast of the Arao. Moreover, related to such a geological problem, it is a 
question whether the surface in this part is depositional surface of flow type dacite 
or denudational one. As the frequently referred "Rikuzen Peneplain" includes 
this part, the two possibilities must be carefully checked. The Nitta Formation 
which  !consists of loose volcanogenous sediments is located to the east of this part, 
constituting hills. The only thing the author can point out that the dacite hill 
must be studied  jointly  with the hills consisted of the Nitta Formation. 
   The hill to the south of the Naruse River is almost level or very gently sloped as 
a whole (Photo.  1), but seen in detail, the hill surface is divided into three at  least: 
   H-a level: hillock level, 
   H-b level: the level surrounding or alongside H-a, (Photo. 2, Fig. 2), 
   H-c level: shallow valleys cutting H-a and H-b. 
All the three elements are limited in their areal extent by scarps developed by 
  2) The author's data  (unpublished), 
  3) Colour of materials is shown in this paper  by the Munsell Colour System Standard 
         Soil Colour Chart. 
  4) In Japan, weathered ash is called "loam",  but the useage leads to confusion with a term 
          of soil texture, so the author uses "Loam".
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            Photo.  1 Mt. Yakurai and Hill Surface viewed from the north.                                                                     
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             Photo. 2 Hillocks and the surrounding Lower Level. x: Loc. 4. 
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 Fig. 2. Profile drawn through the Highest Part of the  Interfluve  Locs. 1 and 2 situated. 
the lateral- and down-cuttings of the rivers after the formation of each level. The 
columns of Loc. 1 and Loc. 4 show the material underlying H-a level and those of 
Loc. 2 and Loc. 3 show that of H-b level (Fig. 3). Shallow valleys, H-c, are 
seemingly to be subdivided into two or more according to the age of formation, or 
according to whether they are monogenetic or polygenetic, but the author could 
 not ascertain it, as the exposures showing the structure are scanty. Such clas-
sification is not shown in Fig. 1, simply because of the difficulty of subdivision by 
means of the field study and the use of aerial photographs. 
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Photo. 4. The  Hillocks and the surrounding Lower 
 Level composing the 120  rn Surface near  Miyako 
 City. The side slope of the hillocks is red-




Photo. 5. Debris 
   120 m Surface.
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 ig.  Columns showing the Surface Geology of the Hilly Part. 
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llowish orange massive clay dotted with gravels. 
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horizons are the weathered part of bedrock. 
of Road-cutting. The top is artificially removed. 
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m the Convex Surface. 
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surface condition of the hill are as follows. 
   A. Red weathering crust develops locally in the underlying bedrock of this 
surface, and the local development seems to be conditioned by the nature of 
bedrock and the preservation dependent on the several factors related to the surface 
erosion. 
   B. Seen from the columns of Locs. 1 and 4 the underlying material of H-a 
level graduates into the bedrock with or without the red weathering crust. 
   C. It is noticeable that some of the columns of H-b level have the horizon 
consisted of subangular breccia, and that the horizon extends horizontally and 
contacts unconformably with the weathered bedrock under it (Loc. 2). 
   D. It is probable that the horizons (5) and (4) of Loc. 1 correspond in the 
stage of deposition to the horizon (4) of Loc. 2 just mentioned. 
   E. It is an interesting feature that black clay stripes are formed in the 
underlying material of a hillock (Loc.  4). 
   Concerning the shallow valleys the author have no full knowledge as above-
mentioned, but he could observe an exposure near Loc. 2 (Fig.  4). The nature 
of the valley bottom is not ascertained from this section, but it is clear that the 
 valley was formed before the ash (Loam) fall. Moreover, tracing each horizon toward 
Loc. 2, or comparing each horizon with those of Loc. 2, one can tell that the
 Loc..2
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breccia situated near the valley moved toward the axis of the shallow valley during 
or after the ash fall and mixed with ash  (Loam), and filled the valley. Pumice 
also deposited most deeply at the center of the valley, and made the valley shallower. 
The boundary between black soil and pumice layer is not even. 
   The surface condition of the hills at the eastern part of this area is not 
ascertained. But seen from several exposures the surface has only weathering 
materials of bedrock. 
   (3) Daihara Terrace5) 
   The distribution of this terrace is limited to the northwest corner of the area, 
where the terrace surface ranges from about 200 m at the west to 120 m at the east 
above sea-level. In its plan the shape of the surface is peninsula-like and the surface 
is level. The southern margin is steep-sided and its northern side is complicated by 
talus and fan deposits. Along the southern periphery there are some traces 
of slumping. 
   Judged from the underlying material, this surface is a river terrace surface 
covered by volcanic materials (Fig. 5). 
   (4) Hara Terrace 
   It is clear that this surface is that of river terrace, and strictly speaking it is 
subdivided into two. The deposits underlying the  surface — Loam, pumice, and 
sand and gravel — show the two-epicycle origin of the  surface  ; the surface form is 
interrelated with the sequence of deposits (Figs. 6 &  7). That is, the level of the 
stream was slightly lowered during the ash (Loam) and the pumice falls, resulting
Fig. 5. Columns showing the Materials underlying Daihara Terrace. 
 (1) Black surface soil with dispersed pumice particles at the lowest 
      part. 
 (2) Orange brown pumice layer, each pumice particle being 5 mm 
      in diameter. 
 (3) Orange brown, compact silt (Loam). 
 (4) Dull orange brown, compact silty clay dotted with black pat-
     ches 1 to 2mm in diameter (Loam). 
 (5) Dark grey, compact sandy silt. 
 (6) Grey, massive tuffaceous silt. 
 (7) Light orange brown tuffaceous clay. 
 (8) Gravel bed with matrix resembling  (7). Sorting of gravels is 
     bad and the largest gravel is 40cm in diameter. Decaying of
      gravels is various. 
 (9) Bedrock (Tertiary loose  tuff). 
   5) The local name of the peninsula-like hill is Dainohara. To 
          Dainohara Terrace in Sendai City, the author named the I
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the division of the surface into the higher and the lower levels. The higher level 
is covered by the Loam and the pumice layers (Loc. 5-b, Loc. 8, Loc. 11, Loc. 12, 
and Loc. 10-right), and the deposits of the lower contians Loam and pumice 
as the matrix of river gravels (Loc. 5-a, Loc. 10-left). The column of Loc. 6 shows 
the intermediate nature of two just-mentioned. Such surfaces as situated at Loc. 
5-b, Loc. 8 etc. is  hillocky. 
   The gravel bed underlying the volcanogenous material is rather thick and 
finely stratified at some localities, for example near Loc. 12. This suggests that the 
environment for deposition was stationary. 
 Relative height to the lower, Onoda Terrace is about 4 m at Locs. 5, 6 and 12, 
however, to the west of Loc.  8 it is about  8 m, and it becomes smaller to the east 
and eventually the surface immerses under that of the lower, Onoda Terraces, to 
the east of Loc. 10. 
   (5) Onoda Terrace 
   This terrace is simpler than Hara Terrace in its surface form and the condition 
of deposits. The terrace deposit at Loc. 7 consists of gravels with matrix of brown 
fine sand, and is about 2 m thick, and the basement cutting into Tertiary tuff is 
12 m high from the present stream. The relative height of this surface from the 
lower surface is about 8 m near Loc. 7. The exposures of bluffs along the stream
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show that the thickness and nature of the terrace deposits are alike all through 
the course. The surface itself is flat without undulation. However, the distribu-
tion of this terrace is interrupted in the center of this area, that is, the surface 
and the basements of terrace deposits become  lower and eventually immerse 
under the lower surface. 
   (6)  Nakaniida Terrace, Furukawa Terrace and Flood Plain 
   Nakaniida Terrace named here is younger than Onoda Terrace and older than 
Furukawa Terrace. Like in the cases of Hara and Onoda Terraces this terrace also 
immerses under Furukawa Terrace, and the terrace scarp with the maximum height 
of 2.5 m at the western part crops out deposits without revealing the bedrock. 
   Furukawa Terrace is 2m to 3 m high from the present stream and its surface is 
almost parallel with the profile of the stream. Natural levees develop well along 
the periphery. Now-a-days the terrace is protected from floods with artificial 
banks 5 m  high. The present flood plain develops between the bank and the 
stream. The deposits underlying Furukawa Terrace are very thick (Fig. 8) and 
are probably of multiple stages.
   A 
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   3. Discussion 
   (1) Origin and the stage of the formation of the hill surface. 
   Y.  Okumi (1941) referred to the hill surface in his paper, in which he called it 
"High er Terrace". K. Tanabe (1948) regarded this hill surface as "Upper River 
Terrace" covered with alluvial fan deposits to the west of Mt. Yakurai. K. 
Narita (1961) included the surface in Daihara Terrace of the present author. 
   Seen from the data on the hill surface afore-mentioned, this surface is not so 
simple and must be subdivided into three elements at least. The author has not 
reached to the conclusion on the origin and geological date of H-a level of Hill. 
The origin of H-b level is shown with the veneer of debris. Such deposits are not 
normal alluvial fan deposits and must be included in the solifluction gravels (B.W. 
Sparks, 1961). The black clay stripes of the drop clay type (G.  Johnsson, 1963) 
and breccia in the underlying material of H-a level are also the indicator of the 
periglacial condition (T. Wako,  1964)  ; H-a level being relieved of the shaving 
process of the active debris flow. The shallow valley situated hehind the  lower 
level (Photo. 2) seems to be a delle, though the author could not observe the 
structure. 
   There are supplementary data on the stage of the formation of this lower level, 
although the locality is rather far from here. That is so-called marine terrace along 
the Sanriku Coast in Iwate Prefecture. The surface of the "marine terrace" is about 
120 m a.s.l. near the coast and it closely resembles to the hill surface of this area in 
its form and also concerning the underlying materials. Namely, the terrace surface 
is extensive and almost level as a whole (Photo. 3), and has hillocks underlain with 
red weathering crust (Photo. 4). The level part has a veneer of debris which is similar 
in facies with the horizon (4) of Loc. 2 in Fig. 3. Moreover, the debris horizon 
increases in its thickness in valley-formed depressions (Photo.  5). Seemingly the 
deposition of the veneer of debris took place at the same age as those of thicker 
ones. Those suggest that the deposition of debris occurred in a static stage and 
in the following stage of regression. Those also suggest that before the stage there 
was a base level towards which the level shown with the tops of hillocks was graded 
through planation. 
   The author thinks that the 120 m terrace is correlated with the hill surface of 
the northern part of Miyagi Prefecture from their height. This granted, H-b level 
must have been formed at an early phase of the regression which may be the sign 
of the beginning of a glacial age. 
   It is clear that the formation of the shallow valleys, H-c, was prior to the ash 
(Loam) fall underlying the pumice bed near Loc. 2. The Loam also covers Daihara
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Terrace and Hara Terrace. If one follows the longitudinal profile of the shallow 
valley towards the east, there is a patch belonging to Daihara Terrace. Thus it 
will be concluded that the base level on the shallow valleys might be the valley 
plain which is now preserved as Daihara Terrace. 
   Some Japanese geomorphologists and pedologists are collaborating to collect 
the data on the red weathering crust, and a symposium on  "Palaeosols in Japan" was 
held in Tokyo, October 1963. The present author contributed to the meeting  with 
discussions on the relation  betwee geomorphological surfaces and palaeosols in 
Tohoku Region. Papers on some examples of red weathering crust are published by 
the author (1963a, 1963b, 1964), and a paper will follow on. 
   (2) Terrace 
   At present the author can not correlate the terraces developed here with those 
along the rivers and in the coastal area of this prefecture. But his reconaissances 
of the latter area impressed him that the correlation may be soon established, though 
their distribution is separated by the dotted lowlands and suffered tectonic 
movements as is proven by the boring data (Fig. 8). The standard surface for 
correlation may be Hara Terrace. As mentioned above, Hara Terrace consists of 
two elements, the higher and the lower. 
   The division of Hara Terrace into two may have been brought about by 
tectonic or eustatic movement or both. The processes may be fully explained 
through further research over the wider area. It is clear that the formation of the 
lower level of Hara Terrace as a land surface took place prior to the  prrion culture 
age. 
   (3) On the structure of the lowland 
   Based on boring data K.  Mori and K. Ikeda (1962) regarded the form of the 
bedrock surface beneath the lowland as an elongated basin-like one with the 
maximum depth of 70 to 80 m, extending east to west. Their figure is correct as to 
the area discussed in this paper which situated in the western half. But it is not 
so simple in the areas further to the east. The more data collected, the more 
detailed figure may be obtained. 
   Conclusion 
   (1) The hill surface is subdivided into three at least. One of them is formed 
under a periglacial condition. The age prevailed such a condition is unknown, 
but it is clear that the age follows one during which the higher level of the 120 m 
surface along the Sanriku Coast formed. 
   (2) This result reveals the nature of a part of so-called Rikuzen Peneplain.
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   (3) This periglacial stage is the preceding one to that which is evidenced 
to be prevailed around 25,000 yr.  B.  P., judged  by the author (1963a) from the height 
of the hill  surface and the relationship of this surface with the lower ones as well 
as based on the data of the vicinity of this area (1964).
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